A New, Original Collection

CoreFiche: World’s Best Drama

- 900 unabridged plays by 275 dramatists, on microfiche
- Ranging from classical Greek and Roman to twentieth century
- In a new and original collection of over 50,000 pages (not a reproduction of a previous anthology)
- With over 100 pages of print indexes, incorporated in one handsome FicheBook
- At a cost of just $1 a play

To get a FREE list of dramatists & plays in this CoreFiche Collection, call toll-free 1-800-327-0295

CoreFiche: World’s Best Drama
Customized binder with print indexes $999.99 ($899.99 until 12/31/89)
Other CoreFiche programs available. Write for details

Comprehensive. Spanning the time periods from classical to modern (1920), encompassing most nationalities (in English translations), including all genres, and containing all major dramatists plus many minor playwrights who made significant individual contributions to the literature, this unique collection provides a basic, affordable foundation anthology for even the smallest library. The complete dramatic works of several seminal playwrights, including Shakespeare, Ibsen, and Moliere, are contained in this work.

FicheBook format. All the fiche in this collection are mounted on panels contained in customized, imprinted loose-leaf binders. The fiche are introduced by over 100 pages of print indexes, including author, title, time period, nationality, genre, topics, and characters, thus providing immediate and invaluable access to the fiche. Since the print indexes and the fiche are housed together in one book, ease of use is greatly facilitated and enhanced. The Index to Characters, a novel and interesting method of access, lists over 3700 personages in the collection.

Write to: Roth Publishing, Inc., 485 Great Neck Road, Great Neck, New York 11021

Roth Publishing, Inc.
Information for Libraries
APA's new PsycBOOKS is the first and only annual that gives you access to the latest books and chapters in psychology.

With more and more original research, scholarly contributions, and clinical thought appearing in books, it has become imperative to have a solid reference guide to meet the need for chapter information. PsycBOOKS is the answer.

With PsycBOOKS, you will find an abundance of book and chapter information, including:

- Edited books: Bibliographic citation, List of chapters & their authors and Short Statement about content
- Chapters: Reference to edited book in which published and Short statement about content
- Single-author books: Bibliographic citation, Table of Contents and Short statement about content

You will like the convenient subject index terms (the same as those used in Psychological Abstracts) that save time. To make research even easier, PsycBOOKS is conveniently produced in four volumes with topics including:

- Experimental Psychology: Basic and Applied
- Developmental, Personality, and Social Psychology
- Professional Psychology: Disorders and Treatment
- Educational Psychology and Health Psychology

With information on book chapters so difficult to find, you can't afford to miss out on this innovative and extensive reference work. Use the coupon below to find out more about PsycBOOKS today!

Fill In & Mail This Coupon Today!

☐ Yes! I want to know more about PsycBOOKS! Please send me more information.

Name ________________________________
Address _______________________________________

City ______ State ______ Zip ______

Mail this coupon to: PsycINFO, American Psychological Association
1400 North Uhle Street, Arlington, VA 22201
or call: (800) 336-4980
(703) 247-7829 in VA or outside the U.S.
Where to find special collections and rare books in 6,000 subject areas...

Special Collections in College and University Libraries

Compiled by Modoc Press, Inc.
Introduction by Leona Rostenberg & Madeleine B. Stern

Here's the first guide of its kind—a comprehensive, detailed directory of the special collections and rare book holdings of 1,800 colleges and universities.

From the 10,000-volume Paskow Science Fiction Collection at Temple University to a complete run of William Morris's Kelmscott Press at Colby College, colleges and universities hold remarkable treasures in their libraries. And now you can tour them all in the pages of this useful and fascinating reference source.

Organized for easy access, the book features in-depth descriptions of the special collections and rare book and manuscript rooms open to the public. Here are holdings of every type: rare first editions, personal papers and manuscripts, incunabula, maps, prints, photographs, music, recordings, and much more.

There are collections devoted to a single individual or genre... regional or local concerns... institutional and denominational archives... in print and non-print formats. The entries describe the contents of the collections, list names of donors, authors collected, titles of notable works, and provide essential data on each institution and its library.

The introduction is by Leona Rostenberg and Madeleine Stern, who share more than 40 years' experience with rare books and special collections. They describe the process of building a special collection—with special attention to the roles of donors and booksellers. This is an essential tool not only for librarians and scholars, but also for donors and dealers of collections and rare books.

1989 • 639 pages, cloth • indexes • ISBN 0-02-921651-6 • $90.00

Directly from
MACMILLAN
PUBLISHING COMPANY
866 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10022
Attention: Dave Horvath

ORDER TOLL-FREE:
Libraries/institutions: 1 (800) 257-5755
Individuals: 1 (800) 323-2884

Price subject to change.